
There are 8 spelling mistakes in this paragraph. Write the correct 
spelling for each word in the box.

Lily woke up and realised that it wasn’t an ordinry day. It was 

her favrite day of the year. It was the 13th Febuary and it was her 

birthday! She was so excited to open all her presents and see her 

groop of friends come to her party. Lily and her friends played lots 

of party games and they ate a lot of food. For her birthday, Lily got 

a new bisickle, many new toys and games and a science experimunt 

kit. She felt so speshul and it was definitely a birthday to remembur.

Year 3 and 4 Correct the Spelling 
Mistake (1)

The spelling mistakes in these sentences have been circled. Write the 
correct spelling for each circled word in the box.

The three little pigs began to bild their houses. The first little pig 

built his house from straw. When he had finished his house, he thort 

it looked a bit strainj. He looked carefully and noticed that the door 

was not strayt and he noticed there wasn’t enough hite in the rooms 

for him to fit inside. He decided to try and borrow some materiul 

from one of the other little pigs but there wasn’t enuff left over. 

Building houses is really diffycult!
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There are 8 spelling mistakes in this paragraph. Write the correct 
spelling for each word in the box.

Fancy a different day out? Why not considdur a trip to your local 

libree? It is the perfect place to pick up variuz books, to imajun 

yourself in a story, to lern lots of new and interesting facts and to 

enhance your noledge! Unfortunately, fewer people are choosing 

to visit libraries in modern times. It is importunt we use these 

wonderful places before they disapeer.

Year 3 and 4 Correct the Spelling 
Mistake (2)

The spelling mistakes in these sentences have been circled. Write the 
correct spelling for each circled word in the box.

Queen Elizabeth I is one of the most famuss wimin in history. She 

was queen in the 16th senturee and her rayn lasted for 44 years. 

Elizabeth I is remembered for her strenf. She once said that she had 

‘the hart and stomach of a king’ and was just as strong as any man. 

Her wisdom and her expeeriunce led England throo a ‘Golden Age’ 

of exploration. It was also an age when new plays and poems  

were written.
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There are 8 spelling mistakes in this paragraph. Write the correct 
spelling for each word in the box.

Anna decided to go shopping on Sunday. She took the bus to the 

shopping senter and went into the first shop to buy some meducin. 

She chose to continyou shopping even though the rain outside 

was becoming a little extreem. Afterwards, she went in the shop 

opazit and bought some putatows. On the way back to the bus she 

didn’t nowtiss the hole in her bag and she acsidently dropped her 

shopping all over the floor.

Year 3 and 4 Correct the Spelling 
Mistake (3)

The spelling mistakes in these sentences have been circled. Write the 
correct spelling for each circled word in the box.

Last night, a piculier sight was seen in the sky. Eiyt bright lights 

were noticed as aliens arivd on Erth! We do not know their purpuss 

for coming here yet, therefour they are all under gard at the local 

army base. All we know so far is that they can breethe our air and 

they like eating cheese sandwiches and cake.
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There are 8 spelling mistakes in this paragraph. Write the correct 
spelling for each word in the box.

To compleet his homework this week, Tom had to write a diffrunt 

sentunss for each picture from a selection. He had to deskrybe what 

he saw using correct grammer. His favourite picture was the picture 

of an iland. In particalur, he liked the white sandy beach, the palm 

trees and the tropical froot. 

Year 3 and 4 Correct the Spelling 
Mistake (4)

The spelling mistakes in these sentences have been circled. Write the 
correct spelling for each circled word in the box.

It was Christmas Eve and Hannah desydud to go to bed erlee. She 

had kept her promiss to Santa Claus to be nice and not be norty this 

year. She hoped her letter to him had been sent to the right adress 

and, even though he was bizzy, she hoped he would pay her a visit 

and leave her lots of amazing presents. At qwarter past midnight, 

Hannah hurd footsteps coming up the stairs…
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There are 8 spelling mistakes in this paragraph. Write the correct 
spelling for each word in the box.

I oftn wonder how people manage to win on game shows. If 

someone asked me a kwestion and needed a quick ansser within 

a minnit I don’t think I would be able to do it! I think the preshur 

would get to me. Althow, I supowse the people who go on game 

shows are well prepared. They know it is possibull that they will  

be nervous.

Year 3 and 4 Correct the Spelling 
Mistake (5)

The spelling mistakes in these sentences have been circled. Write the 
correct spelling for each circled word in the box.

In order to stay healthy, you should do some form of ecsersize every 

day that leaves you out of breth. There are many different ways to 

achieve this, including taking part in sports, poplar classes such as 

yoga, going to the gym, riding your bicycle or purrhaps going for 

a run. In reesent times there has been an increese in people taking 

part in big events, such as fun runs of different lenfs and colour 

runs.  Why not ask around and see if you can find something new 

and of intrest to try to improve your fitness?
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There are 8 spelling mistakes in this paragraph. Write the correct 
spelling for each word in the box.

A documentary team has cort a new animal in its natrul habitat 

in the forests of Scotland. John Smith, a tour gyde in the area, said 

that he first saw what he thought to be a new animal walking 

in a sercul a few weeks earlier and thought he should probublee 

menshun it to scientists to find out what he acshully saw. Mr Smith 

is sertan that this new animal will bring lots of new tourists to  

the area.

Year 3 and 4 Correct the Spelling 
Mistake (6)

The spelling mistakes in these sentences have been circled. Write the 
correct spelling for each circled word in the box.

Advent is the time leading up to Christmas when Christians buleev 

Jesus was born and, in puticular, look forwud to celebrating. Some 

people often have a special Advent callenda. These may have seprat 

doors to open each day in December leading up to Christmas Day. 

Inside each door there might be a picture which apiers when the 

door is opened. Occashonally, there can be a suprise such as a 

chocolate behind each door. 
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